Some revival questions of Nicholas R. Van Der Meulen amongst other documents,
pictures, and videos on an M-Disc for long term storage:
To what extent or degree have my memories and personality remained intact? How much of my mind is
the same as it once was?
How was I reconstructed? Why did you reconstruct me?
For how long was I held within cryostasis? What is the date? Where are we exactly?
What are the most notable historical occurrences that have happened since I was cryo-preserved? Has
there been or is there still any world war?
What are the most technological advancements and scientific achievements? Have we achieved
immortality? Do we have access to a plethora of biological modifications? Have we created a virtual
reality which may mimic the laws of physics?
What is the state of humanity? What is the population and carrying capacity of humanity? Have we
assumed total control over our entire society?
Have we colonized any other worlds besides Earth? How far does our civilization span in the solar
system and how far beyond that? Have we humans discovered other intelligent life forms elsewhere? If
so what are they like?
Have any of my relatives been reconstructed with me? Do I have any relatives living here already? If so
then what are the most notable events related to my own family leading to this point in time? How
much of my money was allotted to them?
Has my cat Susan been reconstructed here with me? Is she an anthro furry?
Was my movie script “The Case Report of Amber Sky” ever actually produced? Can I watch the enhanced
ultimate version of it? I’d like to watch it in the form of a perfect story that is way better than what I’ve
written.
What is the currency of this economy? Is the currency universal types of pure condensed energy?
Will my new life be lived as a totally independent individual? Will I live secure and prosperous forever?
What is my personal mode of transportation? Do I live anywhere? If so when do I get to go there?
Is this disc my only property that has been allotted to me? If not what else is there?
What am I going to be doing now that I have just been reconstructed?
What questions haven’t I asked?

